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ABSTRACT

This research has two main aims. The first is a phonetic and phonological

investigation of whether there is negative L1 English transfer and positive L1 Russian

transfer in the production of Japanese palatalized (Yo-on) syllables /CjV/. The second

aim is whether the /CjV/ sequence is phonetically [CjV] or [CjV]. (In this paper,

consonants are phonetically represented as [C] and vowels as [V]). With English

learners, negative transfer is hypothesized because English does not have a palatalized

syllable and vowel sequence, so English learners tend to replace [Cj] with [Cj] when

they speak Japanese. However, positive transfer is hypothesized for L1 Russian learners

because various [CjV] sequences occur in Russian, so it may help Russian speakers to

produce correct Japanese palatalized syllables. There have not been many acoustic

studies examining the difference between palatalized consonants and consonant-yod

sequences. Therefore, in this research I conducted studies on Japanese /CjV/ sequences

produced by American English and Russian learners of Japanese. In particular, I

investigated /bjV/, /gjV/ (V=/a, o/), and /rjV/ (V=/a, o, u/) sequence patterns which

occur in Japanese and Russian but not in English. were used as Japanese word stimuli

and corresponding Russian word stimuli of /bjV/, /gjV/, and /rjV/ sequences were also

prepared for the comparison with Japanese palatalized syllable. Two native speakers of

standard Japanese, seven native speakers of American English, and six native speakers

of Russian produced test words containing the /bjV/, /gjV/, and /rjV/ Japanese stimuli

and another two native speakers of Russian produced corresponding Russian /bjV/, /gjV/,

and /rjV/ stimuli. The recorded utterances of all speakers were transcribed into F2

trajectory line graphs which represent the phonetic status. The steady state duration of
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the F2 of /-jV/ and /-jV/ determined whether a speaker produced a consonant-yod

sequence or a single palatalized consonant. A longer duration was attributed to the

application of a consonant-yod sequence whereas a shorter duration was attributed to a

single palatalized consonant. The results revealed that both negative L1 English transfer

and positive L1 Russian transfer exist, with the significantly extended steady state

duration in the American subjects, compared with standard Japanese speakers, whereas

the Russian subjects had very similar durational values to the Japanese speakers.
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